Language group ideas for the week beginning
15.6.20
Hello everyone, I hope you are all well.

This week some of the language group children have returned to school. I wonder if

you could email the language group email to let me know if you would like me to continue posting ideas here as I am guessing
some of you will not be using the online learning so much if you are in school. Mrs Beveridge and I can then decide what the
best way forward will be. Just to remind you that the language group email is languagegroup@cringleford.norfolk.sch.uk
My sensory activity has dropped off the bottom again this week so scroll right down to find it. Have a good week, hope the
sun comes back a bit more for us all.
Trace the number
Lay out number cards from 0-5 or 0-10
Take turns to trace one of the numbers on each others backs. The person
who is traced on has to try and find the corresponding number card from
those laid out.
Make it easier by reducing the options available. Make it harder by
increasing the options available or moving to two digit numbers.

Magic circle
You will need some family members to play this game. Make a “magic circle” on the
floor using a skipping rope/hoop/teddies etc. You can only go in the magic circle if
the instruction applies to you. For example,
If you are wearing socks.
If your name begins with ______
If you have long/short hair.
If you have a brother/sister.
If you like strawberries.
If you are a girl/boy.
If you are in Year 2/3/R etc.
If you like reading/Lego/jigsaws etc.
If you can swim.
If you have a dog/cat/rabbit etc.
If you live in a house/bungalow/flat.
If your favourite colour is ______________
If you have ever been on an aeroplane.
If you have ever slept in a tent.
Each time you go in the magic circle, you get a point, and then you come out again.
See who gets the most points. Perhaps you can all have a turn at being the person
that says “If you______” but don’t cheat and make sure you are the only one who
can go in and get a point!!!!
Auditory memory
Ask your grown up or sibling to read out these sentences. You need to repeat the
pattern. (We have done this in Language Group, so hopefully the children will
remember).
For example, your grown up says
Pit, pet, pit _________ (you have to say pet).
Sock, lock, sock __________
See sow see ___________
Mish bish mish ___________

Tip tap tip
Moo mow moo ______________
Run sun run _______________
Clap clop clap ________
Bag big bag _________
Tiny teeny tiny ________
Lip tip lip __________
Knee know knee __________
Bob bib bob ________
Splish wish splish __________
Tock tack tock ____________

If the children need you to, repeat the words three times before missing off the final
word.

Some movement ideas to try

● Crawling or walking over different pillows or blankets.
● Tall kneel walking across the room to complete a puzzle.
● Practise walking like different animals.
● Try walking at different speeds – super slow, slow,
normal, fast and super fast
● Jog or run on the spot
● Jump over a piece of paper
● Jump side to side over a shoe lace on the floor
● Jump up and down from a bottom step
● Rip scrap paper in half and jump from paper to paper.
● Play with cardboard boxes. Make tunnels. Step in and
out of the boxes.
● Dance party
● Freeze Dance
● Move Like Me – strike a pose and the other person
mimics it

Ice world
You will need containers, a large tub, food colouring and water.
Fill a variety of containers with water and put them into the freezer. Try
to utilise containers that have different shapes, patterns and sizes to
help make ice world more interesting. Try yoghurt containers, empty
biscuit trays to make great patterned ice shapes, large and small bowls,
tall and short containers and ice cube trays.
When you are ready to use the frozen ice, set them out onto the bench
for about 5-10 minutes to allow the ice to melt a little which makes it
much easier to remove.
Also try placing a few drops of blue food colouring into a small jug of
water and pour it over the ice to create the blue ice affect that you see
in Antarctica and the Arctic. If you have any play fish or sea creatures
you can add them to the ice world.

